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Today’s Weather

Korean War Vets

Temperatures will r e ni a iii
through the weekend, with
occasional cloudiness. Temperature range today Is a low of
40 48 and a high of 57-65 degrees. Kalniell total to date is
3.81, uhile IlOrntul ateitd
2.1iS at this tin.... Nortimesterly
winda of
to la m.p.h. are expected.

The registrar’t, office has requested that all Korean War
seterana and orphans sign (or
their monthly eertification Mandey at window nine in the adininietrution building. If certification is made by Monday the
checks 0111 be read) 1WfOre Dr4..
20, according to the registrar’s
office.
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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

’Trustees To Adopt
Health Plan’ Pisano
,1 I iii’ MOORE
The cool, -,ersial new health
services plan i the Chancellor’s
office is headed for adoption by
the State College Board of Trustees today.
This is the prediction of Bob
Pisano, ASH president, who reported from the Sacramento meeting late yesterday afternoon.
The Trustees joint Educational.
Finance Committee has recommended adoption of the dymnatie
new health plan, lie said.
"I am almost certain the plan
will be adopted by the Trustees
today," lie declared.
If the plan is adopted, it will
into effect at all state colleges
beginning next fall.
CONFUSION
There is some confusion, Pisano
noted, as to exactly how much
student fees would be Onreased

Criteria Set
By Board
High school students may be
admitted to state colleges on the
combination of their high school
grades, based on all academic
subjects and their scores from
the American College Testing examination (Am.
The Academic Senate recom-, mended this proposal to the Educational Policy Committee at a
meeting of the Board of Trustees
of the California State Colleges
in Sacramento yesterday.
The committee approved the
recommendations but further action will be taken by the Trustees
this afternoon.
High school applicants are now
pfluired to take one of the accepted
entrance
examinations,
ACT or Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT). They are also required to
have 14 semester units of A’s or
B’s in certain academic subjects.
According to Dr. Ralph Cummings, associate dean of students
- admission and records, 4,000
applications for admission in the
1965 fall semester have already
been received.
This year the college headquarters and the State finance department budgeted for an expected
104,933 full -lime equivalent students (vrE
The FTE student
is one who always carries 15 academic units. The fall enrollment
figures, however, exceeded the
previous estimate by 5,000.
San Jose State’s rrE students
are approaching 17,000. This number was scheduled for 1972 under
the California State Colleges’
pl,m.

under the program.
Basic health care, he explained,
would be required of all students
but is expected to be financed out
of the present $76 materials and
service IM -St fee.
Dramatic fee changes essentially would affect students living
in approved housing. They would
be forced to pay an extra $20-30
a year for supplementary services.
Beginning two years from now,
students would also be charged an
undetermined amount for all new
buildings and equipment. Pisano
called this a "radical" proposal.
Confusion over the fee structure
arises over interpretation of student cost as the program progresses, Pisano noted.
As more money, he explained,
is taken from the M -S fee to
support health, funds for other
administrative duties provided for
in the M -S fee will decline.
WHO PAYS?
"Who will pay for the deficit?"
Pisano asked. If the state decides
it cannot, then student M -S feet
will have to be raised.
"Can we really get basic benefits throughout the system for $25
of the M -S fee?" he continued.
"I don’t think so."
So the state either will lower
the benefits or raise the fees, he
said.
-Chances are, fees would be
raised two years from now."
In adopting the plan, Pisano
said the Committee asked the California State College Student
President Association (CSCSPA)
and the Academic Senate of the
state colleges to present their
proposals and suggestions to the
Trustees within 60 days.
"This indicates that the Trustees are concerned about what
students feel and it is a very encouraging thing."

Negro Roots
In America
Topic Tonight
Donald Warden, national chairman of the Afro-American Association will speak tonight at 7:30 in
Concert Hall.
His talk, "Negro Must Awake,"
is sponsored by social fraternity,
-

Health Plan Dispute
Expected at Forum
Students will be able to query
Bob Pisano, ASH president, over
the controversial new health services plan of the Chancellor’s office
tonight.
Pisano and many Student Council representatives plan to appear
as panelists in the semester’s second Student -Faculty Open End
Forum at 7 p.m. In Cafeteria A
and B.
Most of the heat is expected to
arise over the new health plan, although the official topic is "The
Role of Student Body Government."
Gene Lokey, junior representative and an Open End originator,
said yesterday he intends to ask
Pisano to explain the entire plan
to students just as he explained it
to Council on Wednesday.
The chief ASB executive Is expected to know the State College
Board of Trustees’ decision on the
plan when he returns tonight from
the Sacramento meeting.
Basis for controversy swirling
around the plan is the Chancellor’s
demand that students pay the full
cost of expanded health services in
the Slate Colleges.
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DONALD WARDEN
. . . speaks tonight
Omega Psi Phi, and is free to the
public.
In his three-hour talk, Warden
will cover briefly the cultural
roots of the American Negro and
evaluate recent outcomes in integration. He will lecture on the
need for leadership among Negroes
and the need for education and
motivation to continue in education in members of his race.
The talk will be followed by a
reception for SJS African students
at the Omega Psi Phi house, 335 S.
11th St.
Warden, a 28-year-old attorney
Is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate from
Howard University and Hindi Hall,
University of California. He is one
of the founders of the AfroAmerican Association, established
in 1962.

Cal Students Arrested,
Hauled to Jail by Police

Can’t Miss This Bus

4
.111I
Photo by Kan Allender

POLICE PUSH PARTICIPATOR onto waiting Sheriff’s bus for
the trip to Oakland City Jail. University of California coed in
the center was one of the last FSM demonstrators removed from
Sproul Hall. Male demonstrators were taken to Santa Rita Rehabilitation Center.

Greek Show Benefits
Crippled Children
Soft-shoe, singing and comedy
staged by SJS Greeks will highlight the 13th annual Ail-Greek
Show tomorrow night at 7:30 in
San Jose Civic Auditorium. Greek
Show is open to the public. Donations go to the Crippled Children’s
Society of Santa Clara County.
Tickets, 50 cents, may be purchased in the Student Affairs Business Office or at the door, according to Randy Hayrick, Greek Show
chairman.
Organized and financed by Theta
Chi fraternity, the fund raising
variety show will feature acts by
seven fraternities and sororities.
Skits, the Red Horde band and
Shirley and Lee, a rock and roll
group also will provide entertainment.
Sorority division acts include
"Getting Acquainted With College," Kappa Alpha Theta;
"Blondes Prefer Gentlemen," Delta
Gamma; "Anti Now a Word From
Our Sponsor," Delta Zeta; and
"Annie Get Your Education," Chi
Omega.
Fraternity entrants are "Blind
Date -- a Musical Satire," Alpha
Tau Omega; ’Homecoming King,"
Pi Kappa Alpha; and "Dynastes
Coleopterum In Concert," Sigma
Alpha Mu.
Judging fraternity and sorority
entrants will be Thomas Eagan,
professor of music; Howard Miller,
assistant professor of speech; and
Richard Elliott, assistant professor
of drama.
Ross McGowa n, KS.10 disc
jockey and Theta Chi member, will
preside as master of ceremonies.
Proceeds from the coat -and-tie
’ event will he donated to the Crippled Children’s Society of Santa

Clara County to aid in the organization’s summer day-camp program. Herrick stated.

administration in Sproul Hall
Plaza.
FIVE RESOLUTIONS
At an emergency informal meeting of the faculty five resolutions
were adopted and sent to President
Clark Kerr.
1. That the new and liberalized
rules for campus political action
be declared in effect and enforced
pending improvement.
2. That all pending campus action against students for acts occurring before the present date be
dropped.
3. That a committee selected by
and responsible to the Academic
Senate be established to which
students may appeal decision of
the administration regarding penalties for violations of university
WENT LIMP
rules arising from political action,
Many of the demonstrators went and that decisions of this commitlimp when police tried to remove tee will be final.
them, and had to be carried to
4. That all judification of politiwaiting sheriff’s buses. Once in the
buses the students chanted, "Free(tom, now!" and sang "We Shall
Overcome," civil rights theme
song.
The sit-in began Wednesday
when the administration failed to
meet FSM (Free Speech Movement) demands to drop disciplinary action against FSM members.
Eighteen teams vie in the third
While the demonstrators were
being loaded on the buses, several annual "Little 500" bicycle race
hundred additional students and tomorrow on the south campus
teaching assistants picketed the track at 12:30 p.m.
Record times are expected in
grueling 200 -lap marathon. Clear
weather has allowed the track,
located next to Spartan Stadium,
to dry.
Sponsored by Allen Hall. the
50-mile event is expected to be
cadet, and from these is chosen the blessed with cloud -free skies. But
number one cadet in the nation. if rain does come today, the twoGillham is a senior chemistry wheel spectacle will be cancelled.
major at SJS. He has a long rec- It has already been postponed
ord of excellent leadership as a once.
Red Horde, fastest qualifier
cadet. As a freshman he was
awarded the Chicago Tribune with a record lap time of 2:40.8
award for being an outstanding seconds, has the pole position.
It will be flanked by Desicadet. Ile also earned sophomore
and junior outstanding cadet hon- mone’s Bike Shop, second fastest
ors. lie has been designated as a qualifier with time of 2:41.1, and
Distinguished Military Cadet by Allen Hall, third fastest qualifier,
SJS professor of air science, Maj. in the front row.
Five other rows will lineup beJoseph Tarpley, U.S.A.F.
hind the leaders. Each team will
PRESIDENT’S SCHOLAR
be composed of four riders and
Gillham has been a President’s
two alternates. No team member
Scholar since his freshman year.
will be allowed to ride his bike
He has an over-all grade point
more than 75 laps.
average of 4.0 (straight A).
Both Red Horde and Desimone’s
Gillham’s home town is now
recorded faster times than last
listed as Vandenburg Air Force
year’s winner Sigma Alpha EpBase, where his father is stasilon set.
tioned. Gillham will be graduated
in June and will be commissioned
as a second lieutenant. Presein
plans are that he will be sent back
to school by the Air Force to get
his master’s degree after being
commissioned.
Hy KIM ALI.ENDER and
MARILYN BELL
BERKELEY - Approximately
800 demonstrating students at the
University of California were arrested, loaded into buses and
hauled to jail yesterday for refusing to disband a sit-in in Sproul
Hall, the university’s administration building.
Acting under orders from Governor Edmund G. Brown, more
than 500 police officers from the
California Highway Patrol, the
Contra Costa County Sheriff’s Office and the Oakland and Berkeley
police departments began removing the demonstrators who had
spent the night in Sproul Hall sitting on the floor and on tables.

Little 500
Scheduled
Tomorrow

Cadet Receives High Award
For Achievement, Leadership
With a sea of AFROTC blue
in the background, Cadet Colonel
Robert Gillham received the Legion of Valor Bronze Cross of
Achievement Award in a short
award ceremony yesterday on the
drill field.
The Bronze Cross Award is presented annually to only one
AFROTC cadet in the geographical area of California, Arizona,
New Mexico, Texas and Hawaii.
It is presented by the Legion of
Valor, an organization made up
of those who hold the Medal of
Honor, Distinguished Service
Cross, Navy Cross or Air Force
Cross. Presenting the award to
Gillham was Major Carlos C. Ogden, a Medal of Honor recipient.
HIGHEST AWARD
The award is the highest award
an individual cadet can receive
for his area. It is awarded on the
basis of outstanding scholarship
achievement and excellent military leadership. The nine areas
across the U.S. each honor one

Decision -Making
Analyses Attacked
By Hungarian Prof

Graduate Travels
With Peace Corps
Miss Carole Lynne James, 1964
graduate, leaves hxlay with 47
other Peace Corps volunteers for
the state of Mato Grosso, an isolated region In Western Brazil.
The Brazilian government has
offered land in Mato Grosso to
anyone interested in working the
area. The increase in population
has produced a great need for improved methods in public health
and sanitation facilities.
The volunteers will serve as
visiting health educators and community sanitation workers.
They will be serving a dual role
by increasing communications between villagers and the world beyond through participation In discussions of national affairs anti by
im.reasing the pem des abilities to
improve local facilities.

- Photo by Bob Hall

TOP CADET IN AREAAFROTC Cadet Colonel Gillham, left,
is shown receiving the Legion of Valor Bronze Cross of Achievement from Maj. Crlos C. Ogden, right, a member of the Legion
of Valor, the sponsor of the award. Thr. award is given to one
cadet from each of nine geographical areas in the U.S. It is
awarded on the basis of outstanding <cholarship and military
leadership. Gillham, the AFROTC cadet commander, is a senior
chemistry major with an overall G.P.A. of 4.0.

Decision making in the planned
economy of Eastern Europe, especially Hungary, was analyzed by
Dr. Alexander Szalai, professor of
sociology at the University of
Veszpren, Hungary, in a talk before 80 students and faculty in
S112 yesterday afternoon.
"One of the central themes of
American political scientists’ analyses of (Eastern European) countries is an analysis of decisionmaking," Dr. Szalai remarked.
Dr. Szalai criticized such analyses. "A decision is no basis for a
prediction of what will happen, so
to base forecasts on decisions will
not always lead to the wanted result," he explained.
The Communist "planned economy’ in Hungary, Dr. Szalai said,
"is a fight against natural tendencies in the economy" which he believes are toward individualism,
It is the planned economy of the
Communist state which causes the
strongly centralized government,
he said. "If your whole plan is
against the natural tendencies of
People, to implement this monstrous plan you need to have massive centralization of the government," he declared.
The talk was sponsored by the
College Lecture Committee and
the ASH.

cal action be left to the courts.
5. That it is deplored that police have been used on campus
and the press has been granted
admission to Sproul Hall when the
faculty has not.
CLASSES CANCELLED
Students and faculty participated in a FSM sponsored strike,
although it Is difficult to determine the extent of the strike.
Most classes were cancelled yesterday afternoon.
Student comment on the arrests
and strike ran in favor of FSM
yesterday. All students interviewed
stated that they were in agreement with the basic FSM demands, but thought they had gone
"a little too far in some of their
tactics." All agreed that the arrival of 500 police on campus
swung support to FSM among students.
Assemblyman John Burton (DSan Francisco) addressed picketing students, blaming William
Knowland, published of the Oakland Tribune, for the controversy.
"I think this whole thing was
started in the beginning by pressure from William Knowland who
objected to having his Oakland
Tribune picketed by civil rights
groups organized on the university
campus," Burton claimed.
A spokesman for Knowland denied the charge when contacted by
Spartan Daily.

Kennedy Tape
Wins Honors
Three radio and television students of the SJS Journalism Department were named to first
place awards in the Radio News
Writing and Commentary Division
for the documentary tape on the
late President John F. Kennedy at
the 55th anniversary convention of
Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism society, at Kansas City,
Mo., Tuesday.
Don Buffon, Tom Woods and
Bob Reynolds have been awarded
for their work "Spectrum of a
Leader," a 30 minute documentary
tape surrounding the short political life of President Kennedy.
The radio documentary, according to Don But Ion, who wrote the
manuscript, was to attempt to portray President Kennedy as historians might one day see him.
"Historians will spend many
years analyzing him," the tape
says. "With time certain events
will be pruned away as irrelevant
to the course of human events.
Others will sustain the test of time
and history, and always be remembered as the outstanding
events of the Kennedy years."
The three students spent over
100 hours on the tape, gathering
the presidential messages, speeches
ind press conference material from
the department tape file.
The program was broadcast over
KSJS and KEEN on Monday, Nov.
’26, 1963. It was also broadcast
over KASK, Ontario, Calif., and
KIST in Santa Barbara on Nov.
22, 1964, the first anniversary of
the president’s death.

Security Officer
Still Hospitalized
Frank D. Schoff, SJS head security officer, is in San Jose Hospital recovering from an automobile accident Thanksgiving evening.
Schoff was driving to the store
when his car was struck by
another car head on. A third car
was also involved in the accident.
Both Schott and his son Kevin,
7, were injured. Kevin had several
of his front teeth knocked out.
His father received painful internal injuries which are still not
determined.
The accident occurred at 6:50
p.m. at the intersection of White
and Story Roads.

Congo Aftermath:
Cold War Pattern
Threatens 900
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Should SJS Pay for Health
At Cold-Cold Stanislaus?
Under the newest scheme of the Chancellor’s office, all
state college students would be assessed mandatory fees for
health services beginning next year. The proposal urges upgrading of health service throughout the state college* entirely
at student expense. And the expense is considerable.
The Trustees are considering the plan today and if they
adopt it, SJS student fees would be gradually raised beginning
next year from $94 a year to as high as $120 a year for all students. Fees would be raised to as much as 8150 for students
living in approv ed housing.
The fee discrepancy is in the plan’s requirement of supplementary services for all students in approved housing, a not
inconsiderable number at SJS.
And on top of this, two years hence students would begin
paying for all capital outlay, such as buildings and equipment.
This cost isn’t estimated by the Chancellor’s staff and is left
blankto be filled in at a later (late.
Considering the considerable expense involved in capital
outlay for 16 state colleges, it is quite conceivable that before
too many of its are graduated our present SJS fees will be more
or less doubled by the various health costs. The economic implications are frightening.
What about the new plan itself and the benefits to SJS
students? Few people argue with the laudable health service
idea. Most state colleges have deplorable student facilities. In
some, such as Stanislaus State, the entire health service consists
of a dingy back room with a Boy Scout cot somewhere in the
administration building. Stanislaus definitely needs expanded
health serv ices.
But as Bob Pisano, ASH president, pointed out to Student
Council Wednesday afternoon, SJS facilities are at a maximum
and would not be materially increased in any state college expansion.
The benefits to 51.5 students, then, appear highly dubious.
But the Chancellor’s office appeals to our sense of altruism to
help out those 700 service-less scholars up in cold-cold Stanislaus State. We reject this view that the rich should be assessed
to finance the poor.
A far more rational and defensible health proposal is the
one den ised by the state college students themselves. The ASB
presidents of all stale colleges have submitted a plan calling
for a joint financial arrangment between students and the State.
The Trustees would do a lot more service to their constituents
if they reject the Chancellor’s scheme and seriously consider the
pesidents’ proposals.
A far more rational viewpoint of the Trustees might be:
If students are to be assessed for primarily non-educational
student-oriented functions, perhaps the day has come for a
consideration of the siinlent lens 110110.

Christmas Flight to
Hew York and Chicago
Limited Space Ai:MI(11,1c
DEPART DECEMBER 18

RETURN

JANUARY 3

NEW YORK
ROUND TRIP
$177.00
CHICAGO
ROUND TRIP
$145.00
{ Al! Fares Include Tax )

FOR RESERVATIONS - CALL COLLECT

CHINESE

I Thrust and Parry
Arizonan Praises
Band Performance
Editor:
On Nov. 14 I had the pleasure
of seeing your fine band perform at the ASU-SJS game and
would just like to say that
they put on the finest half-time
show and post -game show I
have seen in "many moons."
Special praise also for your
head twirler. And those Bandaideswow! Come back again!
Perry L. Nelson
Tempe, Arizona

Dr. Porter Views
Academic Freedoms
One of my students has turned
in a digest of Henry Steele Commager’s "The University and
Freedom," from "Journal of
Higher Education," Oct 1963,
pp. 361-370. In view of our concern at SJS for early attainment
of academic excellence, Chancellor Dumke’s statement that in
his view we are in effect state
universities and should start acting that way, and his call for an
educational revolution, I think
the following excerpt front the

HE 1-7515 (SF)
Ask for Charles Gadd
or Write
1112 Market St., San Francisco 2.

P,OCA.g01.4. AND ..0014, oat Nem ,,,,,,
, .:ENTIrt ONLY ’mg PROP., OF ’mg COCACOLA COMPANY.

LONGHORN

Citititilaget iiI tele nitt only might
provide food for thought, but
perhaps the basis for forums,
panels, open ends, etc., in which
I for one would be eager to participate as we chart our future
course.
What we call academic freedom really consists of two traditions: lehrfreiheit and lehrnfreiheft. The second originally was
the more important of the two.
It was designed to provide independence for students. It meant
freedom to learn, freedom to
study what one wished to study
to go from one university to
another, to attend classes or to
stayfreedom, in short, to run
one’s own affairs and live one’s
own life.... What does freedom
for the student involve? It means
freedom from many of the tyrannies which have been carried
over from the high school into
the college and the university:
the tyranny of attendance, of
courses, of classes, of grades, of
majors and minors, and of all
the rest of the regulations that
are entirely suitable for high
school or preparatory school but
have no real place in a univercordially, Albert Porter
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"THAT MAN FROM RIO"
’’THE FIND"

Make the flowers

By PHIL NEWsoM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
The agonies of those who
died, of the fortunate ones who
were saved and of those who
now have been left behind came
forth all too clearly in theaccounts of the joint U.S.-Belgian
rescue mission to the Congo.
And it becomes the more unfortunate that this mercy mission now should fall into the
old cold war pattern.
The same U.S. planes which
air lifted the Belgian paratroopers into Stanleyville and Paulis
in rebel -held Oriental Province
ferried out nearly 1,700 hostages of the Simbas, or lions as
the rebels call themselves. For
more than 80, including at least
three Americans, rescue came
too late.
Left behind when the rescue
mission was declared concluded
were an estimated 900 foreigners still in Simba hands, their
position even more precarious
now than before.
For the propagandists of Moscow and Peking, the operation
was tailor made. They ignored
the lives at stake and denounced the mission as a pretext to re-establish Western imperialism in the Congo.
INSTRUMENT OF POLICY
Communist regimes make
short work of any demonstration against themselves but mob
action can also be an instrument of policy.
Therefore it was no surprise
when mobs attacked the U.S.
Embassy in Moscow, and U.S.
legations in Prague and Sofia.
In Cairo, a mob made up
mostly of African students,
burned the U.S. Embassy Library. In Algeria, President Ahmed Ben Bella promised more
arms for the Simbas and even
volunteers.
But amid the general uproar
which went up from black Africa, there were dissenting
voices, and the protest themselves were based not so much
on communism but upon black
African nationalism.
A voice of powerful dissent
came from Nigeria whose Foreign Minister Jaja Wachuka
praised the U.S.-Belgian action
and said that in a similar situation Nigeria also would attempt to protect its citizens.
OUTCRY CAUSED CONCERN
In the United States, there
also were doubt s. But the
doubts were not concerned over
the righteousness of the action
but whether it had been stopped
too soon, perhaps because of
undue concern over the outcry
it aroused.
Thus reaction fell into three
categoriespraise in the West,
the cynical protests of Moscow
and Peking each of whom
sought to turn it to their own
ends, and the indignation of Africa based mostly on a widespread hate of Congolese Premier Moise Tshombe.
ACQUIRES HATRED
Tshombe, as president of an
independent Katanga Province
early in the history of the Congolese republic, acquired the
hatred of other African leaders
for his use of white Mercenaries, many of them drawn from
the white supremacy areas of
Southern Rhodesia and South
Africa.
Tshombe has been banned
from the councils of the Organization for African Unity and
he has been under further attack for his use of white mercenaries now in his attempt to
crush the rebellion in Oriental
Province.
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TROUBLE WITH
YOUR BUDGET?
Why not join GEM now for a quick
in year-round savings?

course

With GEM’s new college membership offer, anyone enrolled in a
college or university may obtain a GEM card for only 50c! (GEM
Membership is usually $3 initial fee plus $1 annual renewal.) GEM
has lower prices every single day in more than 50 departments. And
these savings are on fop qualify, name brand merchandise. Whether
you’re looking for clothing and accessories, food and beverages,
sporting goods. autornotive accessories or gasoline ... you will sane
on everything when you own a GEM card. Your GEM card will introduce you to prices that staff
low . . . and stay low! So fill
out th application below and
bring it in ( plus your student
body card) and start shopping and saving at GEM today!
1717 N. 1st St.

1 G-E1M-...

GEM SPECIAL STUDENT REGISTRATION APPLICATION
..

Name

Date

Address
Home Phone
School Phone
City
College or University
Student I.D. No
.....

Signature

Spouse’s Signature

Approved

Spouse’s School/Employ
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STARRING IN LEAD ROLESKurtwood Smith,
as Thomas Mendip, and Marian Stave, as Jennet Jourdemayne, will open in "The Lady’s Not
for Burnirig," tonight at 8:15 in the College
Theater. Direded by Miss Elizabeth Loeffler,
associate professor of drama, the production
will be repeated Saturday and Dec. 9, 10, 11
and 12. Tickets are available at the College

A Cappello Choir To Sing Students To Open
With Orchestra Tonight In Guild Production

PLUS
GREEN
STAMPS

BRITISH INSPIRED

HARRIS

The SJS A Cappella Choir
accompanied by the Santa Clara
Philharmonic Orchestra will
perform C. P. E. Bach’s "Magnificat" in concert tonight at
8:30.
The performance, free to the
public, will be given at Buchser
Auditorium, 3000 Benton St.,
Santa Clara.
Under the direction of William J. Erlendson, professor of
music, the choir will feature

CONTINENTALS
Today’s lean look,
compatible with comfort...
Harris continentals. Trim...
tapered.. .employing hidden
side elastic waistband and
adjustable buttons to
insure an always perfect
St. Available in a wide
range of fabrics and colors.
Sires 29 to 42
$7.95

PARK FREE
DOWNTOWN
SAN JOSE
21

As advertised in Esquire
and Playboy Magazines

KIRBY’S
So. Second

Al’,, 30 So. Third
City Parking Ticket
Validated

GIRLS
Keep in shape at the

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
personal attention
and
RESULTS IN 60 DAYS
Lose:
3" off waist
I" off thigh
3" off hp
12-15 lbs. wgt.
Gain:
2" on
I" on
2" on
3" on

Signups will begin Wednesday
in SD100 for the Dorothy Kaucher Oral Interpretation Award
contest. Only 25 entries will be
accepted before the signups close
Dec. 18.
The competition is open to any
student. To enter the contest,
the student must submit the
name and author of a seven minute selection. It must be from
prose, poetry, drama or a combination of these.
The preliminary contest will
be held in the Studio Theater,
Thursday, Jan. 7 and the final
contest will be held Thursday,
Jan. 14. A $50 prize will be
awarded to the winner, according to Dr. Courtaney Brooks,
professor of drama.

thigh
calf
bust
hip

THE WARDROBE
BANK AMERICA
OR FIRST
NATIONAL PLAN

OPEN
Monday
and Thursday
Evenings
Until 9
1

Coupon
present this coupon
and Save $3.00
on month course

Dalis Recital Refunds
Ticket,, to the Irene Dabs’ re-

San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
CALL 295-9910
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ALL GREEK SHOW1
ANNUAL

i

Mgr

Saturday: DEC. 5th - 7:30 P.M.
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
DONATIONS 50c
TICKETS ON SALE:

Student Affairs Bus. Office
and at
The Door of the S.J. Civic

soloists Sharon Gilbert, soprano;
Jennifer Chase, alto; Darrel
Gash, tenor, and Bryon Thomas, bass.
Dr. Gibson Walters, professor
of music, is the conductor and
the musical director of the philharmonic orchestra. Dr. Walters also serves as the conductor of the College Symphony
Orchestra,
The Santa Clara orchestra
will open the program with the
world premiere of "Overture for
Orchestra" by Robert G. Mayeur, young American composer
currently engaged in graduate
study at UCLA.
Second selection of the program will be Smetana’s "Vltava" ("Moldau") from "My Fatherland."

Kaucher Contest
Open for Signups

CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

=
E
=
=
=
E
=
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=
=

Theater Box Office. Christopher Fry’s poetic
comedy is the last production of the semester
for the Drama Department. Philosophic humor
is built around Mendip, a discharged soldier.
Weary of the world, Mendip comes to a small
town and announces that he has committed at
least one murder, demandir q that he be hanged.
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cital may still be refunded
through next Thursday at the
Student Activities Office, BI.
Miss Dalis had laryngitis
which caused her to cancel her
campus performance. The opera
star was to sing in Concert
Hall Monday night under the
sponsorship of the ASB Spartan
Programs Committee.

Of Shaffer’s Play

"Five Finger Exercise" written
by Peter Shaffer, English playwright, will open at 8 p.m. tonight in the Montgomery Theater of the San Jose Civic Auditorium featuring two SJS drama
students and two SJS graduates.
Currently attending San Jose
State are Joye Packard, sophomore from San Jose, as Pamela
Harrington, and Bob Franklin,
senior from Lafayette as Clive
Harrington.
Graduates appearing In the
play are Anne Morris as Louise
Harrington, the mother, and William Purkiss, as Walter Langer,
the German tutor.
Vaughn Whited, an instructor
at Foothill College, will portray
the father.
The play is being put on by
the San Jose Theater Guild and
is their second production of the
1964-65 season.
"Five Finger Exercise" will be
repeated Saturday and Dec. 11
and 12. Additional information is
available from Lynn Brunst,
president of the Guild at 2975762.
The production set has been
designed by Gene Stirm, with
lighting by Bill Mahoney and
sound by Bret Tilson.

A delicious steak at college prices
Our Famous Small Rib -eye

STEAK DINNER

$1.25

OPEN 24 HOURS

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. Santa Clara Street
Free Parking at Al’s & Earl’s

38 So. 3rd Street

Students’ Choice

"11

Hamilton Quintet
Featured Locally
The Chico Hamilton Quintet
opened last Friday night and
will play for a two-week stand
at the Hyland Inn, Alum Rock
and Capitol Avenues.
Hamilton, who gained recognition with the Duke Ellington,
Count Basle and Charlie Barnett
bands of the early 1940’s has
just returned from Europe.
While in Europe, Hamilton
was given a merit of citation at
the Cannes Film Festival for a
motion picture, "Jazz in the
Afternoon."
He also appeared as an actor
with Burt Lancaster and Tony
Curtis in "Sweet Smell of Success."

st.

4Sr

(

"WEAR

TEED"

HARRIS
SLACKS

a

The slack with the slim,
trim effect in "Wear -Dated"
55% Acrilan acrylic,
45% Rayon, with the look
of textured worsteds.

-WHAT A DEAL! -

Automatic Wash and Wear

Do -It-Yourself

guaranteed to give you one

and unconditionally

full

CAR WASH ... 25’

refunded by Chemstrand.
Burmshed tones. 795

NEW! Do-it-yourself and use our materials!
Have a lot of trouble washing your car in the dorms or in the apartment
driveway? In fact, are you a little short of tirne ... need the car Sparkling Clean right away? Corne on down to Almaden Sparkling Car Wash
... for 25c you can give your car a soapy wash and a rinse.
Another 25c Cleans Your Engine!
VACUUM CLEANERS AND CHAMOIS TOWELS ARE AVAILABLE
COME OUT TODAY AND GIVE IT A TRY! QUICK AND EASY.
ammin11111111111inininnmiiininniiin11111111111111111111111111111111111111.,

Almaden Sparkling

I CAR WASH?!
1535 ALMADEN (Just opposite Hawaiian Gardens)
501111111111110111100011111111!0000010011111111111111111111111111111111111C-7

year at normal wear

or your money will be

Patacv

Traditional(//j Shops
a
VALLEY FAIR

2801 Stevens Creek Blvd.

SAN JOSE 127 South First Street (Downtown)
P11112ta-liti"

2:31111iii

-.rni7rct1112ZscinCE-

United Radio & T.V. Supply Co.
HOLESALL

DisTitlitirrott

ELECTRONIC PARTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Monday-Thursday -Friday
Til 9 P.M.

1425 W. San Carlos Street
CYpreu 8-1212
FIF-4,-----

geauty Car,es
Low, low prices
1 All work done by qualified
students under supervision

SULLIVAN BEAUTY

COLLEGE
295.9516

J74 South First St

Make The Fashion

,-,-

Rounds in

ALL-WEATHER
COATS
,
ePty
*

it0

i

185 South 1st Street
Phone: 286-4680

g...

HYLAND INN IS PROUD
TO PRESENT
In Person

A Sao Jose Tint

*

CHICO HAMILTON
QUINTET
AND THEIR FAMOUS

JAZZ REVUE
TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY
9 P.M. to 2 A.M.

No Cover Charge

Popular Prices

Future Bookings: Cal Tjader, Eddie Canna, & The 3 Sounds
Cons Accepted Now
Advance Re
2720 ALUM ROCK AVE.

CL 84656
SAN JOSE

STATE MEAT MARKET

CY 2-7726
Corner 4th and Santa Clara
COMPLETE LINE OF FIRST QUALITY MEATS
Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS
SLICED BACON

55e

GROUND BEEF

794 2 lbs.

FRESH SPARE RIBS
ROUND STEAK
BONELESS BEEF ROAST
FRANKFURTERS

Jews Greet Chanukah Holiday
B) SANDIE SANDERSON

45
79
75c
45

lb.

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Frets, Sororities and Boarding Houses

THE

SAN JOSE
JAll THEATER
183 E. Santa Clara
Next to Lenny’s

Featuring:
* Live entertainment nightly
* Jazz theater production Fri., Sat., Sun.

Chanukah is a Jewish holiday
which falls on the 25th of the
month of Kislev. It is often inaccurately called the "Jewish
Christmas." This holiday only
has two things in common with
Christmas. Both are about the
same time of the year and are
celebrating a birth. The birth of
a saviour --Christmas and Chanukah, the re-birth of religious
freedom.
Chanukah, or the Feast of
Dedication, commemorates the
first battle for religious freedom,
and is the only important Jewish Festival not mentioned in
the Bible. This year the holiday
began at sundown last Sunday
and continues until sundoun
Monday.
In 168 B.C., after an ittempt
to institute idol worship in Judea by the Hellenic Syrian,
King Autiochus IV, the Jews
revolted after months of passive
resistance.
Led by Mattithias, and later
by his son, Judah, they went up
and down the country destroying the altars that had been

1)0 101. 114
. . .
MONEY FOR Fl 11 RE 011’01114 NITIES?
Ill you be financially able to lake advantage of that

big
Opportunity when it comes? Men with capital are always
in a unique ’position to make the
A of a business break
and life insurance can provide that capital. 1 hope I’ll have
a chance to discuss this valuable p rope r Is with you soon.

Fall Fashions
Like New Clothing
Budget Boosters in
Sweaters Skirts
Suits
Dresses
THE CLOTHES CLOSET
W.
San
Carlos
Issa
2811-3727

ARCHIE’S
STEAK
HOUSE
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
AT COLLEGE PRICES

Saturday and Sunday
6 A.M. - 11 P.M.

Steak & Eggs ....1.49
Sausage, Ham or
Bacon & Eggs ....95c

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
J 206

"BRING RESULTS"

People could have an index of school controversies if those writing
letters to Spartan Daily were asked to nem* their subject in fists words or
less at the head of their letters, and if the subjects of unprinted letters
were listed in the Thrust and Petry column. Also, distortion of th meaning
of th letters could be reduced if the Sprten Daily were required to indicate places where material is cut out of letters to fit th space for printing. Since these things ere not done, I an, writing the following as an
adverisemenl instead of letter.

PROPOSAL FOR A
BETTER COLLEGE
erit for keeping academic
It seems possible that the schools’
to keeping grade. f
standards high has been limited too
being too high. Poorer teaching might make it inore &flirt& for students to leant, which might cause them to get lower grades. *This is
time. interpreted an raising academic standards by making grades
mean more. Hut it puts harmful strain on students., and may encourage
cheating. Perhaps improkrilleill is needed on 0111- OWII eallipaIN. Many
itther ideas on how to raise academie standards hasp been proposed,
especially toward the emir’ of semeaters. Though the g I ideas will
probably loe carried out anyway, I %wild like to call special attention
iii 80111e of them.
lit line with a proposal in the NOV. II i.mir of the Saturday Eseit
ing Post, students la ho fail to meet IMMO standard, such an a static
average its et 2.4 after 30 units, might be excluded f
certain majors.
and a "general educe
major" set up for SOMP of them. It might
also he a good idea to require basic algebta as a olds ersal pred-equisite
for graduation.
Grading might be more fair if class registra
were handled by
asailuble to keep the library
computers: if there were more
open litter at night: if alirpriSe pliZZra where cOnle penple are M0Ye
likely than others to know when filliZZPO are probable were eliminated;
if takedtonte tests *ere eliminated; and if itomputers were used to
compute experted class aserages to help instructors determine grade.
curses.
Also, we need more scholarships for needy students who have
good grades. The Alumni .1ssociation doesn’t seem to have enough
lllll ney for this. Th. only major local SOWN‘ ’Melilla 10 be the ASH
budget. Money could be switched f
many athletic seholarships itt
H mose IU stop scheduling football games against such strong opium.
cots. The Spartau Daily’s budget could be kept at the present lesel.
cireulation could lie raised abose the preRIMI inadequate ’eke!, anti
the load of "busy work" for Journalism atilt 1ilkertising students.
could be reduced by switching to three.times-a-week publication.
Interest and usefulness of sititte courses on our campus could be
holm work were reduced to
improsed if massive required rep
alias is needed for memorization and for acquiring basic skills, on that
more acisnorell ideas could be vino-ed.
Clarity niigld be improsed if militated "elassies" or "Great Hooks"
known to hale eITOCR Were PlUdied Mly as history. III fact, it seems If1
Me that the salve of traditional "liberal education" is often
;
uteri. Nletaphysiral philosophy in less rides
atrbini:ore
o ge mi,teading
likely In
become boring, anti realistic literature
knowledge, titan they are traditionally supposed to be.
After all, college costs a lot of MOM" and effort, for both the State
and the students.

542 South 2nd Street
ROGER HOFFMAN,

FREE PARKING

0,11

-611

1

EXT. 2465

ASH A16263

Sahdlizezpeiz,CO:

,,DARKING

For Your Convenience
We are now open nites at both our downtown and Valley
Fair locations. Come in and browse around for some unique
Christmas ideas.
Artistically inclined? Design your own Christmas cards. We
have blank cards and envelopes to fit from 100 per set.
112 South 2nd Street and Valley Fair
Both stores open nights till Christmas
Ph. 292-1447

big deluxe . . .

1/41b. BURGER
REGULAR PRICE 31:0

LSALE PRICE 28

4 for sl

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
DECEMBER 5 & 6

the &ler 8ap4
OVER 20.000,000 BURGERS SOLD IN SAN JOSE

Robert T. Heckley
CLU General Agent
...war-

4 BIG LOCATIONS

’59

* J.D. quartet Mon.-Thurs.

’59

Robert Quiel SJS

’60

Daniel Hitchock SJS

’59

James Keener SJS

’61

Larry Nelson SJS

’62

Admission 50c

rai

Effie Hinkehnier was a nice kid when I knew her in high school.
She had a brain or two and was always polite, even if she did
blush and drop her purse when someone said hello. Effie was nice,
unobtrusive and unoffending, but she wasn’t exactly what one would
call pretty or popular. Her brown eyes bugged out over her zits
and her straggly hair forever needed a brush.
Last week I ran into Effie on the Spartan campus. WOW! Effie
has changed!!
"Janie darling, how marvelous to see you again," she squealed.
"Eff, ol’ kiddo, my how you’ve changed. Your hair has gone
from brown to blonde and very prettily so," I babbled as I jealously
eyed her crowning glory.
"Do you like it, darling? It’s a wig."
My lower lip flapped in the breeze but no sounds Issued forth.
"They’re quite the thing, you know, and anybody who is Enny-bod-ie has a wig!
"Oh?" I quizzed, primping my own forlorn locks in a futile
effort to bolster the sagging curls.
"Yes, they really are all the rage. Queen Elizabeththe bald
onehad 80 of them, you know."
"Uh, no I didn’t know." Looking interested I asked for more
details.
She began from the beginning.
"Well, did you know that-wigs were first used in Egypt around 4,000 B.C., not to
prettify but to protect the close cropped heads of both men and
women from the sun.
during the period of Louis XV wigs reached dizzying heights
when hairdressers stood on ladders to build hairdos three feet high
over wire frames.
when these women went to court, they either had to raise
the carriage roofs or kneel on the floor.
the most expensive wigs today are handmade of virgin hair
which has never been permanented or dyed, and the best sources
are in the rural regions of Europe, especially Italy, where peasant
women grow long heads of hair, carefully brushed and protected
from the sun.
a pound of top quality hair is worth $60 and it sometimes
takes three or four heads of hair to make a pound.
Oriental hair is cheaper but is not as good quality.
an expensive wig takes a skilled worker about a week to
make. Each hair (135,000 to 150,000 in a single wig) must be crocheted and hand-knotted into a fine mesh cap.
in less expensive wigs the hair is sewn by machine onto the
cap in circular rows. Did you know that?"
"Gosh, no," I gasped.
"Well, I haven’t gotten to the good part yet.
"Did you know that-properly fitted and ventilated wigs are not harmful to one’s
own hair but protect it from sun, soot and "teasing.
when a woman buys a wig, she doesn’t choose a wig but a
particular color and hair length.
her head is measured five different ways, the wig is then
ordered, sized to the exact dimensions of her head for good fit, and
then the hair is styled to her face.
an average style set lasts from six to eight weeks, according
to wig salesmen.
some stores have "loaner" wigs to loan out to women who
have theirs in the shop for re-styling.
about half of all wig sales today are from repeat customers.
most women buy a wig with the express intent of wearing it
only occasionally and end up wearing it daily.
about half of all wig sales today are from repeat customers.
Did you know that?"

Bernard Clinton SJS

9:00.1:30 A.M. Mon.-Thurs.

eel, mated toe eight
days, and was called Chanukah,
which means "Dedication."
Today Jewish people continue
to celebrate this holiday of independence by lighting candles
on an eight branched candelabra. A candle is added each
night until all eight spaces are
filled. Frequently presents are
exchanged in commemoration
of the joy of the Jewish people’s
successful battle for religious
independenc,

Two hundred sorority women
will participate in a Panhellenic
sponsored
workshop Sunday
from 12:30 to 4 p.m. Coeds will
meet in TH55 for discussion
groups led by Leslie Hunter,
Panhellenic president.

By JANE HOYT
Society Editor

Fred Fernandez SJS

Open 7 nights a week

Panhellenic Holds
Greek Workshop

Spa rat

* Jam session Sundays

Hours: 7:30-12 midnight Fri., Sat., Sun.

built tor Ilw iit,ilwi,rship. Since
Judah was called "Maccabeau,"
the Hammer, his band of guerrilla fighters were known as the
Maccabees.
A brilliant tactical fighter,
Judas Maccabeau avoided fighting open battles. He concentrated instead on small night attacks.
In this way he and his men
successfully defeated several
armies many times larger than
their own. When the Maccabees
finally won their fight, they had
to re-dedicate the Temple in
Jerusalem for it had been polluted by the Syrians.
This special festival which was
marked by the kindling of the

1:11,lay, IV, 1 1964
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STEVENS CREEK RD. AT SARATOGA AVE.
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INSPECTED MEAT DAILY

1671 The Alameda, Suite 311

GOODYEAR

WEST SANTA CLARA AT DELMAS

294-5660
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IBaha’i Club
Salutes U.N.

PAUL CATALINA
DEC.
N
ESERPSAT..
ht
5
IS
ONLY BAY AREA
8:30 P.M.
APPEARANCE
MASONIC TEMPLE
1111 Calif. St., S. E., Calif.
Tickets on sale at
San Jose Box Nice
Mail Order Accepted
$2.50, $3.50, $450

THE NEW
cliRisTy

SPARTAN DAILY-5
..40=00000001110011110010000011,

CeSGOOD0OODOCCCre-

FOLK
Guitars-Banjos-Lessons

MINSTRELS

The Baha’i College Club at 5,15
Is observing United Nations Human Rights Day Friday, Dec. 11
TON ITE
SAFARI ROOM PRESENTS
with an exhibit in the librai
THRU
GLENN YARBROUGH
north wing.
DEC. 7
STORY AND WHITE RD.
259-2962
CT 7-7417
1884 W. San Carlos
The goals of the United Nat
Bill.
and
the
teachings
of
the
t ’.:,-etteatyto:"..4.0‘..#303eicet"
5211921.ssfldV21-.)1119
24312’’rs
faith are very similar, according
to spokesmen for the organization,
OPENS TONIGHT
anti this is illustrated in the exIT’S O.K. TO OWE KAYI
hibit.
THE LADY’S NOT FOR BURNING
The Bahal faith believes in a
1
world commonwealth of nil,t
By Christopher Fry
and the closest thing to this in esistence is the United Nations. The
RUNS TONIGHT AND TOMORROW NIGHT
faith also ad voca t es universal
Also December 9 through 12
peace, education for all, an international auxiliary language, and
religious freedom.
College Theatre
Curtain 8:15 p.iii.
Quotations from the writings of
SJSC Students 75e
$1.50 General
the faith’s founder, Baha-t.blItill.
are shown in the exhibit. The
BON OP I, IU 5th & SAN FERNANDO STS.
books in the case are among the
COAST TO COAST
i
100 volumes he authored.
by Jon Lewis
Open 1-3
Phone 2944414
The faith was founded in Persia
SPARTAN DAILY HONOREDCaptain Burl J. Weaver, left,
in 1863, anti is growing rapidly, esifiSll’Offrilf2Y1friTrarfltrilrilr-VIV
trfli-V/
Air Force Officer Training School officer, presents Bill Watson,
pecially in underdeveloped counfar right, editor of Spartan Daily, with a certificate thanking the
57 s 1491AFAA, ’T"
N1SnIMIthiThiTA qik
tries.
Daily for the support that it gave the Air Force last year.
"There are several million in the
Watching the presentation is M Sgt. Lavern C. Sayles, local
faith now, and its teachings have
Air Force recruiter.
been translated into more than
America’s Most Beautiful Hafbrau
300 languages," said the club’s
vice president, David Bogdanoff.
ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES!
SPECIAL
A model oP the Baha’i House of
is
also
Ill.,
Worship
in
Wilmette.
10*
STUDENTS’ DINNER
A Complete Line of ALrlioruily Advertised Products
exhibited. This temple is the only
Crisis’
Mon. Ili Thur. Nights
one of its kind in the Western
Cameras
Engagement Rings
Dinnerware
Deacon Shitnmin
Hemisphere. It is open for public
Served Daly:
"Sexuality In (.11,i, \\ ill be dis- as an escape from life’s limitations
I His
Binoculars
Silverware
Wedding Rings
use and services are held on Sun4:30-8-00 p.m.
cussed by Dr. Llosd James Averill, and the myths of sexuality.
Dixieland Piano
Electric Shavers
Watches
Watch and Jewelry
day afternoons for people of all
vice
president
of
Kalamazoo
Cotwill
be
sponsored
Sunday:
The
lecture
Fri. & Set.
faiths.
Repairs
Birthstone Rings
Phonographs
’ye,
Mich.,
IVIonday
at
10:30
a.m.
11:00 a.m.- 8:00 p.m.
by
the
College
Lecture
Committee
Don Marley and
HI Fi Sets
Costume Jewelry
Tape Recorders
Concert Hall.
His Hofbrau Band
and the Sociology and AnthropolRadios
1.11. Bracelets
In his talk. Dr. Averill, an or- ogy Department.
HERB’S
Electrical Appliances
Clocks
dained Baptist minister, will disDr. Averill has been vice presi’4111
Garden City Wofirau
Chevron Station
cuss defective sexual relationships, dent of Kalamazoo since 1963. He
the problem if sexual identity, sex has authored about 30 articles on
NO MONEY DOWN
A YEAR TO PAY
51 tio. Market
CY 7-2002
STOP AT THE
various subjects for Christian pubr
"0"rin
4-#)#(1#*
vat’s +yrs\
;)q,6\#-r,swevi4-#Cl 1ntai"
Night
Open
Every
SIGN OF
lications.
and Sunday until
www
wow
dew,,
BETTER
Christmas
Dr. Averill earned his B.A. in
SERVICE
philosophy fittnn the University of
Wisconsin in 1947, his B.D. from
Whatever your needs in the way of
auto services, from a tankful of gas
Colgate Rochester Divinity School
E WEL ER
to
an engine tune-up, you can be
from
in 1950, his M.A. in sociology
65 So. First St.
Downtown
sure they’ll gef prompt expert atthe University of Rochester in
We validate oil downtown lot tickets
tention at reasonable student rates.
1952, anti his L.H.D. from Lewis
OIL CHANGE
CT 2-4910Open ’Ill 9 Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Niles
FREE
LUBRICATIONS
t lit lake and Clark College in 1962.
Two SiS Itrolessth
We are specializing in any car repair and in a
FRONT WHEELS
Valley
Fair Shopping Center
PARKING
part in a Philosophs
inismium
BEARINGS PACKED AND
complete line of Shell Products
CM 84040Open Mon. thru Fri, Ill 930
today and tomorrow at San Jose
RELINED
BRAKES ADJUSTED AND
City (’ollege.
Sunnyvale 209 So. Taaffe St.
TIRES BALANCED
Dr. A ii iii, H. Frillier% piliFesSol’
U 9-0591Open Itil 9 Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Mime
MOTOR TUNE-UP
1,hihis.,141y, and 1)1.. tiermiin
Corner of 8th end William St.
professor of phihy the I
A travel film In,
,
he guest lecturers
Aral, Information Ser \ lee will he
idling
with
stitineyt-Peterrnim;-pasCORNER SO. 11th STREET & SANTA CLARA
shown at the meeting of the InterFIRST AT SAN CARLOS ... DIAL 294-4200
tor, H 1st 17nitarian Church San
PHONE 295-9920
national S t ut en t Organization
Jose, and
Nictman, chair1501 this afternoon at 3:30, Cafeman of the Philosophy DepartTHIS AD GOOD FOR $5.00 ON ANY TUNE-UP
teria rooms A and B.
ment, University of the Nellie.
1.p0MOMIkemMuneMk.4
Discussions of traditional and
’Are Vs’e lo accept the scientife
von temporary Arabic countries liy
view of the wield as true and as
Arabian students will follow.
V/1140sos Produetions pretend.
the sole truth: or i, the reliijous
An Evening
The ISIS, re-established this setie--Zate.
view true or does it ...twat’ smile
mester I’ ii I he second IIMO if 11
cestre.-frenti
truth which the stunt ire truth
foreigll and American students of
: 111 can the Iwo in any
leaves
S.IS, promotes International friendway hi‘ reconciled?" will lat the
ship anti mutual understanding
subject discussed. These problems
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book "Iteligiitn ash the Modern
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Mind."
with the welfare of the foreign
"The most DYNAMIC
The symposium is being held at
students on campus and helps
and EXCITING
the SJS College Theater today
them to become acquainted with
from 8 to 10 a.m. Tomorrow the
entertainer
American society, said Asman
lectures are scheduled from 10 to
of this decade."
Khan, president.
12 a.m., group discussion 3 to 5
Plus GERALD WILSON’S BAND
p.m. anti a panel from 8 to 10 p.m.
will end thr
Commandant Here
and the KENNY DENNIS TRIO
Col. William G. Downey,
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MASONIC AUDITORIUM, S.F.
the AFROTC staff and to talk
with school officials.
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terestell in lent,,l philosophy arid
He is the commandant of 17
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culture, is seeking student volun- AFROTC schools throughout the
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teers to work on the, spring sym- Southwest. He will talk with staff
Downtown Center ILO., 325 Mason St.. S.F. PR 1-2021;
posium, "Approach to the Self." and arhatinisl ra tors lod,iy,
OahlandShermamClay Box Office: San Jose Be. Office
Interested students are invited
ersoksaseMastastillegoehaosfleilw.
to attend a meeting today at
3:30, HI.
The symposium, according to
Tom Schmidt, club president, will
\ 1NT HILLS
take place in February, attended
if Hole Regulation
by Dr. Arturo Faille, professor of
philosophy at SJS, and Dr. Fred$140
eric Splegelberg, professor ern,.
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tus of Asian studies at Stanim.1
(With faculty or
University.
student identification
Also attending will be Dr. CI:111;
2050 S. WHITE ROAD
Moustakas, professor of p.sychol,
2 Miles South of Story Road
at the Merrill -Palmer Instiiim.
anti author of ’The Sell ’
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Views of World
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International Club
Shows Arab Film
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Winterland
Ski
Center

TAKE A SKI HOLIDAY IN THESE
CASUALS BY WHITE STAG: $15 AND $20

COMPLETELY REMODELED
UNDER NEW MANAGEMEN

SKI EQUIPMENT - RENTALS - REPAIRS
CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY
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San Jose State will play host!
To the eighth annual Northern
California Wrestling Tournament
tomorrow at 12 noon in the wrestling room.
Nearly all the top collegiate
wrestlers in Northern California
are entered in the tournament.
The University of California is the
defending champion, and the Bears
are again expected to take the
title.
The grapplers will compete in

APPLY

Mrs. Margaret Erickson
360 E. Reed St.
San Jose, California
Tele. 292-7303

HOWARD TOURS
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Magazine’s
Meet Sharon Rogers, Playboy
=
=
E
=
=
Date:
Saturday, Dec. 5
E
=
_
E- Time:
12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
=
E Place:
Al Ruiter’s Vespa Scooter Showroom
E
E. Address: 607 Auzerais Ave. at Bird. San Jose
.1"
E
.7E
Special Attraction! Sharon will pose for pictures with
E
visitors at the Vespe showroom. Lucky visitors will receive
FREE print photos. Come early!
=

PLAYMATE OF THE MONTH
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SILVA HAS VERY FEW
NEW CUSTOMERS

two divisions, varsity and freshman novice, and ten weight classes,
ranging from 115-lbs to heavyweight. Each school will be allowed two men in each weight
bracket.
Four of last year’s individual
champions and three runner ups
are entered in this year’s competition, according to Hugh Mumby,
SJS wrestling coach and meet director.
The defending champions include
Steve Johanson of Fresno Slat’.
who won the 115-lb weight division
in 1963, but has moved up to the
123-lb this year; Don Nelson of
Fresno State in the 177-lb class;
Phil Watson of California in the
123-113 class, and the Bears’ Alan
Siegel in the 137-lb division.
Second place finishers returning
for another crack at the title inelude Fresno State’s Eric Christensen in the 167-lb class; UC
Davis’ Keith Thrailkill in the 147lb class, and SJS’s Art Beatty in
the 137-lb division.
Among the other outstanding
wrestlers entered in the meet are
San Jose State’s 147-lb sophomore
star Loren Miller; Bill Horne (130)
and Bob Ernst (167) of Santa
Clara, and Ray Burgard (167) and
Bruce Wilhelm (heavyweight) of
Stanford.
First round pairings will be
made at 10 a.m. Saturday, immediately following the official weighing.

... THEY ALL BECOME
OLD, STEADY CUSTOMERS
IN NO TIME

RENT

MAJOR BRAND GAS
COMPLETE MECHANICAL
SERVICE

TYPEWRITERS
Standard

Porfable

Electric

As little as 200 per day

78 SO. 4th

Modern Office

SILVA SERVICE
LATE FOR CLASS? WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU

Machine Company
293-5283
San Fernando
I Nest door to Cal Book Slot’)

124 E.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
RECEIVE THE NEXT ISSUE
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ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICAN

By DAVE PAYNE
Jack Gilbert hit a 10-foot jump
shot with four seconds left in the
game to give the visiting Stanford Indians a 61-59 win over San
Jose State in Civic Auditorium
last night before a cheering throng
of 3,154.
The Spartans, down by six
points with 2:19 remaining, put
on a desperate splurge and finally
caught up to Stanford, 59-59. on

Sparfababes Lose
In it preliitiniao game, tile Si an ford Frosh took an early lead and
held on at the last to defeat the
SJS yearlings, 69-68.
The Spartababes caught the
Papooses with 4:15 remaining in
the game on a field goal by Don
McConnell, putting them ahead,
63-62.
Steve Perotti was high for the
losers with 17, followed toy Keith
Erickson with 16.

Dave

Payne
Daily Sports Editor

WAC Expansion Seen
Bid Could Go to SJS
San Jose State is seeking a league because of its large athletic
program and the Western Athletic Conference soon may be holding
up a but before its nose.
There are two major factors stopping the Spartans from being
scooped up into a conference right awaya stadium with a seating
capacity of at least 35,000 and a decent basketball arena.
As it stands now, there are no plans to build any new sports
facilities at SJS or in the city of San Jose, although a complex has
been proposed for the latter.
Someday, San Jose residents may vote for a sports complex, such
as the one Oakland is now building.
SJS Publicity Athletic Director John Simmons said that it may
well hinge on the success of Oakland’s Coliseum as to whether San
Jose will want the same thing.
This would mean another bond issue and more taxes for resitlents of this area, factors which are making people leery of passing
anything imolterl with taking money out of their pockets.
Phoenix, Ariz., home ground of the current six-team WAC, Is
expressing interest in expanding to an eight -team conference.
Below is a recent column by Frank Gianelli that appeared in the
Arizona Republic concerning a conference expansion and its interest
in four schools, including San Jose:
ONE OF THESE DAYS the Western Athletic Conference must
decide where it wants to stake its expanded future.
With Utah State at Logan, Colorado State at Fort Collins, Texas
Western at El Paso, or with San Jose State in California . .
For the sake of progress and prosperity, a logical choice is San
Jose first, El Paso second --and forget the rest.
San Jose Is favored because of prestige and the West Coast
exposure it affords. The school has a 21,000-student enrollment, is
(Continued on Page 7)
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INTRODUCTORY OFFER
ctilt TIME

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION ONLY $2.75

ENJOY MANY FINE ARTICLES EACH MONTH
This
Mirror on Campus
PLUS REGULAR FEATURES
Book
Campus Fashions
Month’s Academic All-American
Questions &
Campus Humor
Reviews Laws of Success
Letters to the Editor Sports U.S.A.
Answers

AIRLINES
Call 286-1862
A SCHEDULED AIRLINE

Cut Out and Mail Today

COLLEGE LIFE INC.

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)The
California State Automobile Association and the Ski Tow Operators
Association issued the following
ski report:
Interstate 80: Soda Springs,
eight inches new snow, 42 inches
total; good skiing; facilities operating weekends; clear; Plavada,
three inches new powder, 24 inches
total; good skiing; facilities operating weekends; clear.
Highway 50: Heavenly Valley,
eight inches new snow, 32 inches
total; good skiing; facilities operating daily; overcast. Sierra Ski
Ranch, five inches new snow, 47
((lontinued on Page 7)

Classic Guitar

1

Nylon strings
e

*With bag and instruction book t
Reg. $63.00

:

Special

$41.95

We have Martin & Guild
Guitars in stock

*

a
a
*
:
*
*
Harvey’s
a
4
:Ivlusical Instruments:
32 So. 2nd St.

Ph. 286-4858

Free Perking at Kirby’s Lot
*
************************

Baseball Meeting
A meeting will be held for all
varsity and frosh baseball candidates Monday in MG201 at 3 p.m.
Coach Ed Sobczak’s varsity opens
practice for the spring season
oon.

leolerict 3

286 So. lot St.

Our Specialty
For Over Ten Years

Young Domesticated
Ring-Necked
I’lleasant
Disjointed, Saute Sec with
,piced crabapple. Delivered
fresh to us from a Santa Cruz
Mountain flock which is raised
under the inspection of the
California Department of Agriculture.
Treat yourself to a dinner
which is just a little more tantalizing than the ordinary THIS
WEEKEND at Hal and Betty’s
BOHANNON’S.

-liralquarlers
Featuring:
Sportswear
Evening wear
Daytime fashions

All at popular
college prices

for Good Food

K 11011 ii

Free Gift Wrapping

1401 So. First

OPEN’

’fit 9
uon.

N\ lien the Occasion is Formal
MA’S
Wear a Tux Fr
ALL NEW DINNER JACKETS
PANTS, SHIRTS, CUMMERBUNDS
AND ACCESSORIES - 8.50 RENTAL FEE

SANTA CLAUS SI l’I’S FOR RENT
We’re Proud of Our New Shop

Came In and See It!

IDA’S TUXEDO RENTAL
CY 2-9102

380 S. let St.

r

4%.

QUARTER
MISSION MOTOR SCOOTERS

HORSE
609 Bird

FREE GAS!

FREE GAS!

WASHINGTON, D.C.
TWO NEW BEACON

Send me COLLEGE LIFE MAGAZINE at your Xmas Special Offer,
My 111 Cash 0 Check 0 M.O. for $2.75 is enclosed.
Send To:
NAME
City .

State

..

STATIONS
Susan Wall
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi"
With Love for
CHRISTMAS
your Portrait by

ADDRESS
Zip Code

BUTERA

Photographing Until Deb. 15
3 5x7’s are
$17.95
STUDENT RATES

SCHOOL
This Offer Good Only ’til Dec. 31, 1964

CY 2-1266

Ida’s New Shop Is Now

CLIP ’N’ SAVE

cubcription

919 18th ST. N.W.

Rosewood

Snow Aplenty
Awaiting Ski
Enthusiasts

[I] CAMPUS FASHIONS FOR ’65

XMAS SPECIAL

wards g. T. Saffold and Pete
Newell, us-re high for the Spartan* with 1$ and 16, respretively.
With two minutes gone in the
second half, SJS forced the visitors into ball control errors and
hit key shots to jump into an
eight point lead, 42-34.
It was short lived, however.
At this point the Spartans went
scoreless for 3:47 while Stanford was tallying seven points.
The Indians gained the lead Mill
lengthened it from four to six
points until 8.15 tied the score
with :32 left.
SJS held a 33-30 halftime lead.
The lead changed hands four
times in the first half, with no
more than four points separating
the teams.
-

SPECIAL

your

[1] FRATERNITIES & SORORITIES

U BASKETBALL

a Pete Newell jump shot with :32
remaining.
Stanford brought the ball
back down court before calling
a time out with :13 left. The
Indians brought the ball in
ds and paserd it around
wafting tor that clear shot
got it from Gilbert.
and
SJS coach Stu Inman played
two full teams, giving him a
chance to see everyone under
pressure. Overall, the Spartans
didn’t look bad.
It was mainly the shooting of
guards Kent Hinckley and Mike
Preisler that helped spell doom
for SJS. Hinckley led all scorers
with 20 pointshitting nine field
goals in 10 attempts for a phenominal 90 per cent.
Preisler displayed some fine ball
handling and scored 10 points.
Forward Clayton Raaka meshed
12 points for the visitors.
The Indians hit on 49 per cent
of their shots. SJS was 39.1.
SJS’ two shooting guns, for-

it

295-5050

38 S. Second St.

1FREE

COSTUME!
Who’s Wearing a Costume
Get Your Costume at
Goodwill Costume
Shop
44 N. Market St.
297-4609
Open Tues. thru Sat. 10 ’tit 5

GALLON GAS-1

with Purchase of 5 Gallons of Gas
2nd

& East William
in San Jose &

1170 N. 4th Street

Avenue

Winter: Behind the Scenes at Tokyo

llamas
Flower
Shop
Flowers
and
Corsages
for ell
Occasions
CY 2-0462

Editor’s Note: This is the second
article in a three part series on Spartan track coach 80d Winter’s Olympic
trip to Tokyo. Winter was an adviser
to both the Japanese and Jamaican
track and field teams.

10th & Santa Clare

Beautiful
40,4
. Shoes for

a 65

By ART SISIBURO
and BILL KUHLER
"Injuries and illness, along with
severe pressure, played an imp.rtani role in the behind -the-

Weekend Skiing
Reported Good
(Continued from Page 6)

t

Fl -heals . mia.1,4
hats - Wedgies
We I ace your size
AAAAA te B
81/2 to 12
"

59.95 to
$24.95
charge accounts
open thurs. ’til 9

/676(1
,
$4-10E6
30
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SAN ANTONIO
Downz,vn SRA

CT2-5090
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MEN
Keep in slope at the

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
RESULTS IN 60 DAYS
Gain:
3" on
3" off
1" on
2" on

Chest
Waist
Arms
Thighs

gain or lose
12.15 lbs.
of weight

Inches total; good skiing; facilities
operating daily.
Highway 89: Squaw Valley: five
inches new snow on valley, eight
inches at top; total 30-66 inches;
good skiing; facilities operating
I daily as necessary; clear.
Highway 88: Peddler Hill, five
inches new snow, 36-48 inches
total; good skiing; facilities operating daily; cloudy.
Highway 108: Use chains. Dodge
Ridge, five inches new snow, 36-48
inches total; good skiing; facilities
operating daily; cloudy.
Yosemite: Chains advised on
Highway 41, chains required Chinquapin to Badger. Badger Pass:
Four inches new snow, 36 inches
total; good skiing; facilities operating weekends; cloudy with snow
flurries.
Lassen; 16 inches new snow, 60
inches total; skiing fair to good;
facilities operating weekends.
Nevada, Slide Mountain: Five
inches new snow, 24 inches total;
fair skiing; facilities operating
weekends; cloudy.

PILOT
TRAINING
Pacific Air Academy
Now Offers

FINANCING!
Private Pilot
Commercial Pilot
Instrument Pilot
Multi -engine Pilot
Flight Instructor
Acrobatic Flight Training
Available Soon !! !
COUPON
present this coupon
and Save $3.00
on month course
San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
Call 295-9910

scenes drama of the Olympics,"
said Bud Winter, Spartan track
coach.
"Although most countries were
vulnerable to these obstacles, several key U.S. track and field men
wilted noticeably. Our 17-year-old
distance star, Mike Ryan, was in
a state of shock throughout the
race.
Former University of California
star Jerry Siebert declared himself out of the competition before
the games began."
The pressure, however, drove
other athletes to outstanding performances. One example was Fred
Hansen in the pole vault. He had
only one attempt remaining in his
effort to win the gold medal. The
fans gave him a standing ovation
when he cleared the ball, climaxing 10 strenuous hours of vaulting.
Meanwhile, in the metric quarter, the U.S. old man of track, 33year-old Mike Larabee, ran the
final 100 meters on guts alone.
Larabee almost retired from

track because of a stomach injury
which restricted his diet. Despite
the handicap, he lowered his 220
time from 24 seconds four years
ago, to 21 seconds this year.
Many of the pre-Olympic favorites who failed miserably in
Olympic competition, received disdainful treatment when they returned to their respective countries. Michael Jazy, France’s 5,000meter man, was a typical victim.
The French papers said Jazy’s
wife treats him like a prisoner
of war.
In the 800 meters, the first four
finishers broke the Olympic record. Before Winter left for Tokyo,
he said George Kerr of Jamaica
was capable of the track upset of
the modern era, a victory over
New Zealand’s Peter Snell. Kerr,
however, was victimized by poor
strategy. He waited for Snell’s
finishing kick, but waited so long
that two other runners, besides
Snell, passed him.
U.S. discus star, Al Oerter became the first American to win

More About

Sparta Eyes Conference
(Continued from Page 6)
the fifth largest college %vest of the Mississippi and third largest in
California behind UCLA and University of California.
As the oldest publicly-supported school in California, it has tradition. Its geographic placement, at the base of the peninsula, allows
it to siphon patronage from both sides of San Francisco Bay.
Texas Western rates a No. 2 selection because it brings another
state to the conference, has its expanded athletic facilities and enrollment to a scope required by the WAC and has the Sun Bowl game
in which to showcase the conference champion against a national
opponent.
These admittedly are selfish reasons, working to the best interest
of Arizona State and the University of Arizona, now holding down
the southern terminus of the WAC.
But they find favor at San Jose and Texas Western, both ready
and willing to enroll when the WAC expands to eight members.
San Jose feels its athletic future can be served best in partnership with the Rocky Mountain tier of schools in the WAC. It is
scheduled through 1972 in football with all the WAC schools, plus
California and Stanford, and is eager to bring "acceptable" opponents
in for home games.
San Jose’s stadium seats 18,500though 22.000 janinied in for
the ASU game (S-IS Homer inn’) last year. But trigger anti better
conditions are In the planning stage. A $30 million sports c pley.
has been proposed for Santa Clara ("minty.. serving San Jose and
santa Clara athletic needs. It would include a 55,000 -seat stadium
and 12,000-seat basketball arena.
Gianelli explains how SJS is located in a large metropolitan area
and concludes his article with "San Jose wants, and needs, the WAC.
The feeling is mutual."

a g: hi medal di three consecutive
Olympics, despite an injured neck
and internal hemhorraging.
Throughout the competition, Oerter kept an ice pack on his injured
side to reduce the swelling.
On the day of the javelin competition, heavy rains caused the
dirt runways to flood. This hampered the throwers so much that
nobody was within 20 feet of the
qualifying mark. As a result, the
judges were forced to pick the
top 10 participants for the finals.
In the 100-meter finals, U.S.
sprinter Bob Hayes was faced with
several disadvantages: He drew
the overused, slow, inside lane of
the track, and he left his shoes
in Olympic village. Consequently,
he was forced to use what the
American coaches could scrape up
at the last moment. One shoe had
six spikes, the other had four
spikes, and was one-half size too
big. Despite these handicaps, he
tied the world record.
A few inches proved to be the
decisive factor of the 1,500-meter
race as the U.S.’s only hope, Dyrol
Burleson, had apparently captured
perfect position. The favored Snell
was boxed, and it appeared he
might finally lose a race.
In the next 100 meters, however, the two positions were reversed. "I was just a spectator in
the race for the last 100 yards,"
said Burleson. "I could not make
my move without fouling someone."
On the final day, Henry Carr
played with the field in the final
lap of the 200-meter relay. He
started quickly, slowed down, and
then sprinted home, in 44:6, the

fastest relay lap of his career.
On the same lap, Britain’s Robbie Brightwell took the baton in
fifth place and finished second
Winter claimed Brightwell must
have run under 44 seconds. If he
is correct, Brightwell’s time is
the fastest 1,600-meter relay lap
in track history.

Spartan Gymnasts
In Camelia Meet

Vloyer Bros. Music
Guitar

Lessons

Folk Music
Lergi.st erclect irm
guitars in town.
84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

....................................................
One Piay cervice

The Spartan gymnastic team
will compete in its second meet of
the season Saturday when it travels to Sacramento for the Camelia
Bowl Invitational,
Coach Clair Jennett will take
Rich Chew, Jeff Milman, and Tony
Capola. Jennett employed the same
three gymnasts in the Nov. 21
Nor t hern California Gymnastic
Tournament at S a n Francisco
4
State.
eaters & Cashmere Coats §1
"Our three boys will face apOur Specialty
proximately the same competition
they faced at SFS," said Jennett.
"It will be interesting to see how
DISCOUNT WITH ASI3 CARD
much everybody has improved in
the short duration between the
two meets."
Chew placed sixth in the side
horse and eighth in the all-around
at SFS. He is rated one of the top
398 E. Santa Clara
293.1030
performers on the west coast, however, in both events, and has not 11:0"
yet reached peak form.
Jeff Milman placed seventh in
trampoline at SFS against several
of the top performers in the world.
Kaleidoscope Books
Milman is also expected to be one
of the best collegiate performers
on the west coast this year.

"WORK
OF
ART"

Art Cleaners

NOW OPEN

EXPERT
LUBRICATION 98C
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Fully Guaranteed Recaps $7.48

among
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books
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struggle for human rights. We
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Brake Adjustment 98c
Save on Oil Filters!
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by Lorraine Ilunsberry

also have many other paper

$10 REWARD IF WE MISS
FACTORY INSTALLED GREASE FITTING

Battery Charge
Tire Repairs
Tire Rotation 35e per wheel

The Movement

E.tnkg.

919 N. 13th St.

San Jose

Kaleidoscope Books
292 9191

PURITAN OIL CO., 6th & Keyes

PILOT SCHOOL
Approved by
Federal Aviation Agency
California Dept. of Education
Pacific Air Academy
295-4212
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
SAN JOSE
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Cainpili RetiqioUi

Sunday 9:30 A.M.

PresbyterianCongregationalDisciples
Sermon: "A Birth Into Our Mi11-1
Rev. Don Emmel

Stut

300 So. 104 (across from men’s dorms)
Students of all races are welcomed
9:30 a.m. Coffee Discussion at Christian Center
Pastors: Don Emmet, Mark Rutledge

Jr(

09eitid arid/

Salo/
2 blocks from school

FRIDAY LECTURE SERIES
Today 12:30

INSTITUTE OF RELIGION
the diamond that dreams are made on

297-7600

NEWMAN CENTE’ll
c.thoh, :student Center
79 So. 5th St.

295.1771

becendrer It
Feast of the Immaculate Conception
Masses at Catholic Women’s I:enter
9:31 amt.
11: 11 a.m.
and ll.,

Daily Mass . . . 11:45 A.M.

Catholic Women’s Center
Wednesday Evenings ... 8 PA.
Chaplain: Father Largente

Meetings ...

Newman Club President: Don Berti

300 So. 10th
Program Meeting
7:00 P.M. Tuesday
Roy C. Hoch, Campus Pastor

t

Services
Covenant Collegians meet at 9.45 a.m.
Teacher: Jim May, Campus Crusade Director
College Youth Fellowship 8:30 p.m.
For Mut Existential Exit lIt it!, a Pragmatic Purpose
Services: :00 cm.: 7:00 p.m.
Pastor Arvid Carlson, D.D.

SPARTAN TRI-C

Wesley
Foundation

,

(Methodist Student
Center)

374 So. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 and 11:00
College discussion group 9 45

3irs1 Lovenao I Church
& Riverside

EVERYONE INVITED

10th at San Fernando

First Baptist Church

A. J. BROMMER, Pastor - 292.5404
294.7033
R. Fiedler, Director of Music: B. Dahms.

Speaker: Bishop Max Raimir
Bishop of the Milpitas Ward
Topic: "In All Thy Getting, Get Understanding"

Paul R. Searle, Director

The
Chapel of Reconciliation

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod

4 of

of---La tier- alasJ

for the complete collegiate experiercE
worship this Sunday at

the downtown church
catering to the college community
Morning Worship
8:30 8, 11:00 an,.
Colleg "Seminar"
9:45 a.m.
TriC Club
5:45 p.m.
198 So. Second St., San Jose
Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

The
Chapel of Reconcilation

ell

275 South First Street, San Jose

LCA

UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

NEW \octurzne
BY Artcarved

1-1-twascw4i’s

ALC

Lutheran Worship

-D

WORSHIP WITH

Sunday 11:00 a.m.

Here’s a brilliant beginning for all your hopes and
joys.Artcarved’s newest engagement ring sparkles
with a million flickering lights. Why not know the
beauty of Nocturne Star forever?
See Nocturne Star and other Style Star rings at
’yourArtcarved Jeweler. Priced from $90. Ask about
the Permanent Value Plan. For a free illustrated
folder, write to Artcarved, Dept. C, 216 East 45th
....
Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.

tficie

441 South 10th
Street
6:00 p.m. . Supper
40c
Proara,
7:00 p.m
Worsh;p
8:00 p.m
thurches Incoliontent in the
Inter.City
I Panel Report
Worship Sunday
First
Santa
930

Clara
1

St. Paul’s
1

Sth

1130 a.m.

10th

at

9:30

1

San

Salvadt,

11:00

a.m.

CHRISTMAS STAR
BANQUET
A.,-,
Dc

. e pre, J. ,.

all (1.

Our Reload to be Human
Sunday, December 6
6 p.m.

$1.50

3rd & San Antonio

Rodger Williams Fellowship

9:45 cm. Seminar.Barry Keiser

Grace Baptist Church

5.45 p.m. Collc Jo tic...

International students our gaeSi.
remenations through inter
Make
national center.
George -Shorty" Collins

Panel IhscussionChurch Unity
Sunday 9:00 p.m.
Pre.Christma.s Program

College Dept. - First Baptist Church

P

John M. Akers
C
le CI

8-44PA1ITAN DATT.Y
"daY 5"

Art Dept. Adds Ceramics Kilns

1"4

Camp Director
Position Open

SAM Schedules Seminar

priced at
It annual Invesiouilt room will be hy
l’he
Alij,11,nt hl,riti lot ASH inThe $2,1356 gas-fired kilns will Club Seminar will be irresented to- ! $4 to the public, and $3 to students terviews for Freshman Camp di-

Two new 30-cubic-foot kilns
have been installed in IA234 to
meet the need. of the increasing
number of students enrolled in the
ecramies and sculpture laboratory.
-

help relieve the load on present morrow by. the Society for Ad- and faculty. Applications for registration may be obtaineti by writing
kilns, according to Prof. Warren
vancement of Manav,ement i SA M ). Investment Club Seminar, Bunk W. Faits, head of the All Departall
pawls
at
the
and
Speakers
:less Division, SJS, San Jose 14,
ment.
day conclave will diseuss new de- ’ Calif.
veloprnents in club operations, andl Further information may be obfrom Dick Stewart at 258selection and sales timing, accord- tained
8679 after 6 p.m.
ing to Adm. Joseph L. Herlihy, SJS
assistant professor Of business and
director of the. National Association of Investment Clubs.
Admission to the seminar and
dinim:
luncliion irs lie
I NEED I GIRL to share unappr. apt.
ANNOUNCEMENTS (I)
. State House, 508 So. 11th, No. 19. 297
St talent s planning to obtain
119,
WE PAY CASH ’
master’s degrees in English may
r t apparel APTS. FOR RENT -$31
550
t
iowns. veils
We rer,t & sell NI
’.4/
per month. See
take the written comprehensive
crowns & hoops. UNI,,,Uk ’,HOPPE, 1589
1)511 sensester
I. ir
’11Pels11,1.
No. 4. 295 810t.
examination tomorrow from 9
Mer.d.an. 264 7552. Closed Mon.
ore
available
anslei
PAY MO-NTH-C."1 it, Aor,
a.m.12 noon, and 1-4 p.m. in FOUNWANTED HAIR re, .,ed by
1-5
,11111
-17,
it
AIN 142.
NANTE-LLE P. I
/10 ’7
104. according to Itr. Roberta
(v.1
names
skill.
294 4499.
Holloway, chairman of the examWOMAN APPROVED APT
...M.
ining committee and professor of
AUTOMOTIVE (2)
on
11..
$75 - I BDRM.,
I :nulls’s.
barb gue.
,
’Si FORD FAIRLANE. P S. P, 8, R, FI
Students should notify Dr. Hot,
L
I
...te
carport.
b
$506 or otter. Or 3 5183.
1 his Year’s
. limo or Dr. James Wood, proch,,,p:
trans.
8
378-0273.
1962 AUSTIN 850. 40 nip.... Parks easily.
fessor of English and departmental
Campus Favorite
345 EAST
New tires Latrery & tune-up. Excellent
mordinator, to two weeks prior
Coed campus living from $10 a ,,,
Cond. 164 3715. Make offer. _
’ to the date, if the student wishes
’NI PLYMOUTH V 8. Auto trans. De. 297-2181 or 295.9753,
pendaLle, [ores. Ex.-el. cond. $395. 264. JUST COMPLETED - Splitlevel 2 1 r
to take the exam,
I.
apt.
70
S.
8111
St.,
No.
2 Lath
2620.
Tlie examination is scheduled
4.
7788
after
’57 RETRACTABLE HT FORD. New tires,
for three parts: part one, objec,
ban.. etc. P. W., steering, seat. T-bi,d GRANT HALL CONTRACT for
tive, 9 a.m.; part two, criticism,
Discount. 297 8563.
V 6 auto. $750. 656.1877.
Ill to 12 a.m.; part three, general
’63 FORD ECON. VAN camper. Excel. 2 WOMEN’S appr. apt. Killion t
Spring semester. $200 ea. 298-36(11.
rood. Make offer. 377.6722 after 5.
1 to 4 p.m.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

Master’s Exams
Planned Tomorrow

Checklists Here

’61 VW -- Xlnt. buyl good cond. Must
sell. $1050. 205 So. 12th. Ron.
’SO MGA - WW, rad Mr. N.-, I
and Tonn.. 295 7816.
_
’56 TR-3. Ped. WW, Peer,,,’,
. r. _$495. 777-8181.
’63 HONDA 250 sciainbler.
Chr,,,,,e. Must sell! $550. Gary
;i:Lhen, 295 9993.
MUST SELL clean 58 V.W. Sunroof -or
trade for older car. Make offer. Stan,
650 S. 8th, No. 5.
’59 VESPA 125. Needs paint. Good me
chani.al $90 .r."’ di, windshield, hel.
met. 2,
’60 CUSHMAN EAGLE. $200 or offer.
With ac,ssories. 3;9 2382. Call eves.
’64 VW -- Sea blue, sunroof. $1625.
764 ’7.,7,
rooDLX. 12/1-1, good
’61 CORVAIR
, 741 ’731, after 5:30.

APT. Ht. -MGRS. Married
Rental Credit. An 414224,
ONE OR TWO MALE ROOMMAlES

MALE NEEDED TO SHARE

1.1

ANN DARLING APARTMENTS

Washin Itac. 6 heated pc, k.
ping center. WIriqbg. pd. 33rd &
burg Way. 298.0654.
CONTRACT for sale. Spring. Cali,
Women s Cent. Kathy Wisx. 794 467:
NEED 4 OR 5 MEN OR WOMEN
rent 3 bdrm., 2 bath. fern
hitch. oil. pd. $135. 295-2794.
JULIAN GLEN APARTMENTS
1 8. 2 BDRMS., turn. & unfurn. $100
7 heated pools, ww cpts, & drapes. I.
patios. wash./mach., wtr/gbg. pd I
quiries welcomed. E. Julian, N. 2611, ’,
294-5233.
FOR SALE 131
.0-E. ..
REED ONE GIRL
I others. Call 297-577
WEDDING INVITATIONS. 300 for $29.
NEED 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES
Wedding Press 295 0946.
’
I
place 2 who
HENKE SKI BOOTS and carry case. 2
pr. ladies. 71/2N & 9N. Lie new. $25
each. Ski poles, $5. 377.8672.
LOST AND FOUND (6)
HI-FI SPKR. w/cab. $45. Bogen amp
530. Gerard Changer $30. 241.4919.
LOST: Correlation of the Arts noteb.HAVE JAZZ LP’S. Will sell. 295-5609 in Industrial Arts bldg. 293-9023.
BEAT THE RAIN! For small Honda
windshield 810. CY 5.5215. Mike.
PERSONALS 171

HELP -WANTED 141
SALESMAN RECORDING CO. 15;
CommIss,on. MUSIC ART PRODUCTIONS. 297-7674,
ELDERLY LADY hvino Willow Glen seek mg English lessons. Girls preferred. 2691976.
ALCOA is hiring Xmas help. 20 hr. wk
Sr holarships ar,til. See Mr. Castro, Sat
12 P.M. 517 Park Ave.
HASHER WANTED at -the Mecca..
13th St.
292 2615 1I2 S
EXTRA CASH
Mde wanted, over 21
t,
five members of ow
is 6 to 9 !torn our office.
798-1267.
s 1
795-2770.
NEED BOY
et for
MUSIC MAJOR
. -775
HOUSING (5)

To buy, sell, rent, or

anything,
announce
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.
CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION:

Tough

Cowhide

Fleece Lined
Also available in
long with split side

Hoffman’s
46 S. Ma. ket St,

Sall

AW CMON
SWEETIE -LEMME

TRANSPORTATION (9)
NEED RIDE, t , Los G,
m.w.t.
pay. 354.8767.
GOING TO LA each Fri. eve., return
S,,n. Can take 5. $10 each round trip
A. A. Stacy. Mobile Home Manor, Spa. e
J.
14 111,n r
To plac ao ad:
Call at Classified Ado.
12,30-3:30
J206, M.W P 9.30.11.30
T-Th I 1.00 3 30
Send in handy order blank
- Enclosd cash or chck
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

CLASSIFIED RATES

$1.00

$1.50

$2.00

3 limns

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines

2.50

3.75

3.00

.50

.75

1.00

Add this
amount lor
each addl.
tonal line

Run Ad

(No of days) Enclose

Starting Oats ________-

_

GOLDEN STEER ROOM

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinners

Your Favorite Cocktails and Music
af kir Golden Steer !loom

Living Language Course

40 complete lessons on 4 LP records

I GOT THE
NEW, JAMAL-.
"NAKED CITY
Merit - asd
ate JON4NY
NASH-"COM7
POSER’S mice.
ALBUMS.

(Comes

Camp! 41Wilf7 Ofe.
60 So. 1st St.

36 Valley Fair

I

7:77

Perfect Peace with God

AVAILABLE iN 0, NCcr ’in’,,

NAKED CITYTNEMEIMMAD JAMAL

,,,0 ,,
rc

so

Are you concerned about today’s problems or anxious about the

future? Is death something you’d rather not think about, and life something just barely worth living? Even if you’re fairly happy and contented
with yourself, is there purpose and meaning to your life? Are you at
peace with God?
The God of the Bible is no abstract, remote and impersonal power
above the clouds, but a kindly and loving Father to all who know Him
He makes His presence known to His children and "spreads His wings
to overshadow them." (Psalm 911. In order to experience and know
peace with God, it is only necessary that you believe, trust in, and
rely upon Jesus Christ as Lord of your life. This is the Good News of
Romans chapter 5:
"So, now, since we have been made right in God’s sight by faith
in His promises, we can have real peace with Him because of what
Jesus Christ our Lord has done for us. For because of our faith, He has
brought as into this place of highest privilege where we now stand, and
we confidently and joyfully look forward to actually becoming all that
God has had in mind for us to be. We can rejoice, too, when we run
into problems and trials for we know that they are good for us-they
help us learn to be patient. And patience develops strength of character in us and helps us trust God more each time until finally our hope
and faith are strong and steady. Then, when that happens, we will be
able to hold our heads high no matter what happens and know that all
is well, for we will know how dearly God loves us, and we will feel this
warm love everywhere within us because God has given us the Holy
Spirit to fill our hearts with His love.
"When we were utterly helpless with no way of escape, Christ came
at just the right time and died for us sinners who had no use for Him.
Even if we were good we really wouldn’t expect anyone to die for us,
though, of course, that might be barely possible. But God showed His
greet lore for as by sending Christ to die for us while we were still
sinners. And since by His blood He did all this for us as sinners, how
much more will He do for us now that He has declared us just and
good? Now He will save as from all God’s wrath to come. And since,
when we were His enemies we were brought back to God by the death
of His Son, what blessings He must have had for us now that we are His
friends, and He it living within us! Now we have the wonderful joy of
the Lord in our lives because of what our Lord Jesus Christ has done
in dying for our sins and making as His friends." (Romans 5:1-11 Liv
beg Letters),

COMPOSER’S clIBICEI

4r13

ARGO RECORDS
(MICAG, In; III

San Jose,
Calif.

unnommoloolimmomultuoi

.1111111111111111111

..WELL!
CMON IN
TIGER!

163 West
Santa Clara

Open 24 hrs.
Phone 292-3848
for reservations
Banquet facilities
for 10-150

wA dict.unary)

PAID 141,11.11:101’s

-,k1OICE
P it..

Phone__

MILLER’S STEAK HOUSE

available in:

o Automotive

Name _____________ Address

ample), he can go home and only
needs to pick up his class-cards at
registration. Once he is in a class
there is no chance of being
’bumped’ out by someone in a higher periority.
This takes care of most of the
disadvantages of computer registration used at other colleges. But
suppose the student doesn’t get one
of the classes he has signed for’?
Is he therefore shunted from taking another similar class?

French
German
Italian
Japanese
Spanish

Print your ad hors:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Una)

0 Announcements (1)
(2)
0 For Sale (3)
Cl Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (5)
0 Lost and Found (6)
0 Personals (7)
o Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

Spartaguide

By DAVE VINCENT
Do you remember the huge registration lines at the beginning of
the semester? The rushing and
waiting, only to find the class was
closed? No one can forget!
Have you thought, while waiting
"Is this really necessary?" According to Prof. Henry Matter, coordinator of the computer center in
the Engineering Division, computer
pre-registration Is a solution.
But Dr. Ralph Cummings, dean
of admissions, claims we don’t
have the capacity and flexibility in
the campus IBM 1620 computer,
and "I want registration, not preregistration, since we would still
have to eventually register everyone with this system."
Mailer has sent out descriptions
of the process to all the divisions,
since pre-registration would be
done on that level. He believes
each division could easily use the
computer for pre-registration. "We
are willing to help them net up a
program, and the instructors would
have to learn little."

TODAY:
Ii Clreolo !Milano and El CieLIST PRINTED
eulo Castellano, 5 p.m. -7 p.m., WO,
No, stated Matter, because the
volleyball game between the
computer prints a list of those who
Spanish Club and the Italian Club.
didn’t make it into the class they
NIFW1111111 Club. 8 pm., Newman
wanted, and another list of classes
Center, 79 S. Fifth St., general
that are still open, and the number
meet ing.
of seats still available. The stuAtull--Aetwiernn Club, 3.30 p.m..
dent then may fill out a card for a
Cafeteria A and B, film about
second choice class. Although it
Lebanon.
would be unusual, this process
L.D.S. Institute of Religion,
could be repeated until the student
12:30 p.m., Institute Building,
got into a class that he wanted.
lolls and San Fernando Streets.
Does this sound almost too easy?
Bishop Max Raisor of the Milpitas
This is the method now used by
Ward will speak on "In All Thy
the engineering division to register
Getting, Get Understanding," open
their upper-division students, anti
to the public.
Matter believes that more engiTOMORROW:
neering students should be inCARD TURN-IN
Spartan Oriocrl, 6 p.m., Fourth I As Molter envisions the pre- cluded.
Street Bowl, annual bowling tour- registration, each student picks up
Dr. Cummings charges that ennament.
his card, fills it out, selecting the gineering can pre-register its stuRho Epsilon (real estate frater- course, teacher, and hour that he dents because "they have a capnity), 9 a.m., tour 01 Vogler City, wants, just as he always has. On a tive audience and don’t have a free
a completely mast el’ planned, self- designated morning he turns in elective system. Besides this they
contained conitotatil) near San his card and then may leave.
don’t register their students in the
Mateo. Transinalation will be proA few hours later, after the general education courses, only the
vided. Open In all interested stu- cards have been converted to engineering courses."
dents.
Suppose our student pre-regispunched cards for SJS’ IBM 1620
Weekend Co-Ree, 12:30 p.m.- computes’, and run through, the ters by Matter’s way and then ae4:30 p.m.. WG and MG. Admission student comes back to see if he re- cides to change to another class?
by ASH card only. Faculty and ceived the classes of his choice.
He merely drops the pre-registered
staff admitted by faculty privilege
If he has, which depends on his course and picks one horn the
card.
priority (whether he is an upper openings still available when he
Balkan Dance Club, 8:30 p.m., senior, or lower junior, for ex- goes to register.
kolo party.
SUNDAY:
’Fri -C Club, 5:45 p.m.-9 p.m.,
Tri-C Building, Third and San Antonio Streets. Pre-Christnnas sing
at 9 p.M.
MONDAY:
Young Republicans, 8 p.m., TB
AND
55, business meeting.
Political Science lionarary Society, 3:30 p.m., CH167.
Gamma Theta Upsilon (National
Geography Fraternity), 6:30 p.m.,
()UR SPECIALTY IS STEAKS
Garden City Hofbrau, 51 S. Market
St.

’9.95

AFTER
LAST NITE?
FORGET IT!

Minimum
Two Enos One time Three times Free times
One tims 50c a line 25c a line 20c a line
2 lines

Dorm Advisers

rector are available today in the
lobby of the College Union, 315 S.
Ninth SI.
Interviews for all students interested in the position will be held
in the Union next Wednesday from
3-5 p.m.
Applications for another ASB
post, Weekend Co-Rec Director,
are also available in the Union.

Speak the Foreign Language
of Your Choice
in Just 6 Weeks

SERVICES 181
AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
Bailey. 296-5386, 449 W. San Carlos
TYPING - All kinds. ’reasonable.
and deliver. 294-3772, 9 a.m.-6 p.m
TYPING, all kinds. IBM Electric. Work
. .ranteed. Jo Vine. 328-8527.
TYPING - Term paper, thesis, etc. Pica
Electric. 243-6313.
EXCELLENT TYPING in my home. 252.
5793.
TYPIST - Experienced. dependable
onable rates. Phone 294-1313.
EXCELLENT TYPING - All errors car.
. ...d. Reasonable. 286-5944.

Waterfront ,’ starring
Brando, Eva Marie Saint,
land Karl Malden, will be featured
at the flicks tonight at 7 in TFI55.
Winner of eight Academy
awards, "On the Waterfront" is
the story of a Jesuit priest who
tries to smash the rule of a mob
controlling a big city’s waterfront
area.
"The Mark of Zorro" and a cartoon also will be presented.
Admission is 35 cents.

Students interested in becoming
residence advisers for the college
residence halls may obtain applications from the Housing Office,
319 S. 5th St., at any time up to
Dec. 11.
Qualifications are that the students be upper division or graduate

NEED RELIABLE DRIVER-3ur Peuge-t
to Chicago by Xmas. Some expen,e;
References required. Cali 867.9256

"THE MECCA- -- Men’s Approved EXPERT TYPING?92SERVICES. Experienced

Housing. CIean la,ge rooms. Excellent
food. Close to SJS. 292 2635.
_
FURNISHED APARTMENTS for re.,,
One & Two bedroom. 523 East Reed 5,
NEW -6LTAZENwooii-14-0TEL
Rates from $3.50 per night. 516.50 per
week. Community kitchen & dining area.
Color T.V. in lobby. Free hair dryer.
Electric blankets. All outside rooms with
radio. Ground floor rooms. (89 S. 3rd
St. 293-9929.
COTTAGE
1 bd. rm., 2 blls, to col
le.re. Furn.,1
$115 per month. Cl’
7 9144 cr 27;
49.
Pnis, 1/2 blk. SJS, piped
$30 MONTH
Olen. 292-1371.
MARRIED COUPLES-Eurn. apt. $92.50
P fin’, wasl, r ...r. Near 7.15. 545 S.
I 1 th S. 79; t

Brando Featured
Tonight in Flicks

Dean Differ Over IBM
ossibility for Registration

Prof,

Faith in Jesus Christ brings real end positive results as millions for
centuries have discovered. Why hang on to fear and anxiety, and why
remain outside of His family with God’s anger abiding on you? (John
3:361. The Way of Peace has been opened for you by the Prince of
Peace. He is the Way provided for men anywhere to know God and
have eternal life with Him. Acknowledge Him as Lord of your life today
and be at peace with God.

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791 Polo Alto
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111M1111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114

CAL-BOOK
NEWS
paperbacks
John Gunter: MEET SOVIET RUSSIA

60c

Bill Adler: THE KENNEDY WIT

60c

Mary Renault: THE LAST OF THE

WINE

James Baldwin: BLUES FOR MR. CHARLIE

75c
60c

trade books
Paul P. Molt: PUSHBUTTON PARENTS
AND THE SCHOOLS

$3.95

technical books
C. S. Plumb: INTRODUCTION TO FORTRAN

$5.50

Bruno Rossi: COSMIC RAYS

$2.95

George R. Stibitz: MATHEMATICS
$2.75

& COMPUTERS

california book co., ltd.
134 e. son fernando
san jose, california

open saturdays 9 A.M.-5:30 P.M.

